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The world we knew is gone. The world of commerce and frivolous necessity has been replaced by a

world of survival and responsibility. An epidemic of apocalyptic proportions has swept the globe,

causing the dead to rise and feed on the living. In a matter of months society has crumbled: no

government, no grocery stores, no mail delivery, no cable TV. In a world ruled by the dead, the

survivors are forced to finally start living.
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Taking a well-worn genreÃ¢â‚¬â€•flesh-eating zombies overrun the world and the unlucky surviving

humans must deal with the gruesome aftermathÃ¢â‚¬â€•and approaching it from a purely

character-driven point of view propels this series into the spotlight from out of nowhere. This

collection of the first six issues of the ongoing series opens with police officer Rick Grimes

awakening from a gunshot-induced coma. From here, he's immediately dragged into a world where

dangerous revenants are shambling amok without any sort of an explanation. From the moment

Grimes comes to, it's a harrowing battle to avoid hordes of decomposing zombies and a

hope-against-all-odds search for his missing family. Grimes makes his way to Atlanta, the nearest

large city where there may be other living people, and events take several unexpected turns upon

his arrival, as he meets up with a rural encampment of survivors. Of course, as in recent hit movies

28 Days Later... and Dawn of the Dead, the last humans may turn out to be as much a danger as

the zombies. Forceful scripting that gives the book a strong grounding in reality, crisp b&w artwork,



a shocking final sequence and brisk, gory proceedings elevate this book from the trash heap of

pedestrian horror comics. Copyright Ã‚Â© Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier

Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Ok... I am a walking dead TV show fan. Have watched all along and had never, before now, seen

the comic. I took the "bait" and tried this one (#1)... good marketing idea really... cause now I HAVE

to get the rest. If you're a dead fan you'll love them. Wasn't sure I would like the "comic" book thing,

but honestly it's awesome. Especially if you were into them as a kid... I used read the vampire,

werewolf, etc... type. Not a fan of the "super hero" variety. These really are fun and interesting even

if you've already seen the TV show. I was surprised. I say, try one.

This was a gift for a nephew who loved the series on TV. So I thought he would like this. I didn't

read it, so I don't know if there is any sexual content. I'm sure there is violence in it. I would find it

odd if there wasn't based on the type of comics it is. My son has read them and he said there was

violence that was graphic, and no sexual content. He thinks it is a gift that is appropriate for my

nephew who loves the series. Because the TV series doesn't follow the comics exactly it should

make it interesting to read, to see where it differs.

"An epidemic of apocalyptic proportions has swept the globe, causing the dead to rise and feed on

the living. In a matter of months, society has crumbled: There is no government, no grocery stores,

no mail delivery, no cable TV. Rick Grimes finds himself one of the few survivors in this terrifying

future. A couple months ago he was a small town cop who had never fired a shot and only ever saw

one dead body. Separated from his family, he must now sort through all the death and confusion to

try and find his wife and son. In a world ruled by the dead, we are forced to finally begin living."This

is where it all started and if you are a fan of the show then you owe it to yourself to check out the

source material! It's great to see the changes between each.

Man, I love the Walking Dead. Like I really love this world that is constantly terrifying and depressing

me, a world full of fighting and struggle, more than I can say. Because the true message of the

Walking Dead is hope--headstrong, determined hope. I have been an avid fan of the show for years,

and so I felt the absolute need to start reading the comics when this past season came to an end.

And I'm so glad I gave it a shot! This comic has incredible writing and style. Each page feels like a

masterpiece, and it would have to be to lend beauty to the ugly world of a post-apocalyptic



zombie-riddled Earth. My only difficulty with this comic is that I finished it in just over an hour

because I couldn't put it down! Next time, I'll be sure to get the Compendiums, since they include a

bunch of the comic issues bound together. However, if you are like me, and this is your first journey

into the world of comics, this one issue is a great place to start and decide if you want to continue. It

showed me that I can definitely love comics and I'm in this journey for the long-haul, just like Rick

and the Walking Dead crew.

I have used my go to theory and try to watch the series or movie first. This saves me much

disappointment when the book is much better than the "Hollywood" version. I don't know if it will

work when the written source is as sparse as a comic book ! This first volume gave minimal details

and I really appreciated the expansion and embellishments of the TV series. We will see if this trend

continues with further volumes!

I love the walking dead, so clearly I have a bias but I was so glad I picked this up. It is different from

the show , but the books precede this I'm sure its fine. It was really great to see the artwork and the

style that inspired the shows direction. Certainly a lot more fast paced then the show. I wouldn't go

into to much detail about the plot because its an easy enough read that anyone who picks this up

will be able to get the gist quickly and people should just read this. I am so ready to jump into the

rest of the series because of this book! The only issue I have is they dont come out with more

comics more often!

I'm a huge fan of the TV series, just now starting to read the comics. Got #1 for free and loved it, so

my fiance went and bought me the 1st compendium that has 1-48 and I read a bit every night. I

can't believe it took me so long to get around to reading this comic series, but now I see why it is so

popular. Definitely worth giving a try even if you aren't a comic book or zombie fan. Great character

development and most importantly great story lines.

Normally I wasn't a fan of the comic book series until I saw the television show back in 2011. Since

it was so addicting I couldn't stop watching it. Eventually I found myself curious about the comic

book that started it all. Maybe its not too late to be a fan of the comics.
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